Welcome
Thank you for your interest in this upcoming sailing mission trip! We are
excited of the endless possibilities which happen when you step out in
faith. The mystery of what lays ahead is an exciting adventure with
endless opportunities to grow in our faith.

February 8th is our departure date for the Hurricane Dorian Mission Trip
to Marsh Harbor Abaco, Bahama. Ted and I have spent 4 years in the
Abaco’s serving the Boy Scouts of America, High Adventure program
based in Marsh Harbor. We believe it is time to encourage and lend our
hands to the rebuilding efforts.

Experiencing Hurricane Irma in the Florida Keys we know first-hand the
struggles post hurricane. The media has stopped coverage and many
organizations have pulled their relief efforts out of the Marsh Harbor
area. The work has hardly begun and the spirit of the people is in need
of rejuvenation.
The needs and avenues of relief work is great, we are excited to connect
with passionate people like you to bring hope back to the Abacos. The
many needs are constantly changing so we are flexible in our mission
vision.

We feel very moved to be present spiritually for the people. Their
community is in shambles and many families are separated .The Spirit of
God expressed in love is needed to strengthen and encourage.

The goal for us is to host a revival for those who have been displaced.
We are looking to create an environment to love and pray for people.
Ted and I have explored the possibilities to set up a large tent, provide
some food, play music, lead bible study, offer prayer and have services.
Scripture says to rejoice with those who rejoice and to grieve with those
who grieve (Rom 12:15). We desire to bring an uplifting Christ centered
revival into the Marsh Harbor community, to act as an encouragement
and an extension of God’s love.

Cleaning up hurricane debris and lending a hand to some construction
projects will also present itself which will help bring hope that others care
and those suffering from Hurricane Dorian are not forgotten.

We are looking to spend a total of 3 weeks in the Bahamas but have
broken the trip up as a per day cost to best accommodate people and
various schedules. Some people will sail over and fly back, fly in and sail
back, or fly in and out. We are flexible and would love for you to come
whether it’s 3 days or 3 weeks!
Because we are sailing over we will be bringing the equipment and
supplies to accomplish this event. The items will include chairs, Bibles,
food, devotional books and music!
Abaco is not in any position to host or accommodate visitors, many are
currently living in tents, homes and hotels are in disrepair. We will be
self-sufficient on board our sailing vessels; we have 3 catamarans lined
up to carry out this mission. We do not want to be a burden in any way to
the people of the Abaco’s.
We ask you to pray before you consider joining this mission. We are not
just looking to fill beds. We are looking for a united group of people who
God is assembling as a team to minister to each other, and the people of
the Bahamas.
We will be leaving the Florida Keys to sail towards the Bahamas. You
will fly to Miami or Fort Lauderdale, whichever is more convenient. From
there we can help arrange transportation to where we are. Everyone
should plan to arrive between 2/6/20 and 2/8/20. We will be back in
Florida by March 1st. For the entire trip you will stay on board one of
three sailing vessels, Los Vientos, Viento Azul or Adonai. We will look for
the best weather window to set sail to and fro the Bahamas.

Scroll down to find more logistical information.
Thank you for taking the time to reach out!

Gail and Ted Gordon

Route

Once everyone is on board a detailed safety briefing will be presented
before we set out on the 2 day sail to the Bahamas. The boat is
equipped with the necessary instruments to safely navigate day and
night offshore. This includes GPS navigation, AIS, environmental
instruments, nautical charts, Radar, SAT phone and EPIRB.
The entire route is approximately 300 nautical miles and on average is a
2 day sail or more depending on weather conditions. We suggest you to
book flexible airline tickets home if you are not sailing back.
*IMPORTANT*
Once everyone is on board, weather will be the sole determining factor
for our departure. We will not leave port unless the sailing conditions are
safe. Bad weather could force us to postpone, or even cancel the trip.
Your safety and ship safety is our main concern. We have over 20
thousand ocean sailing miles of experience.

Accommodations and Living
Depending on crew size it is possible not everyone will have a private
stateroom, but you will know a head of time, those that do have a
stateroom will have a roommate. Our vessels are modern, comfortable
and up to date with in-suite heads and showers, although while on
mission we will practice water conservation.

Boat Life
If you’re trying to decide if this is for you, it’s important for you to
understand life aboard as a team on-mission. Crossing the ocean is a
wonderful experience with brilliant stars at night. However, if the seas
kick up, the boat will be in motion which will exert some energy on your
part. You must be prepared.
While on the boat, everyone will be taking part in the functions of the
vessel, from raising and trimming sails, to cooking, cleaning, navigation
and standing watch. There will be times for rest, relaxing and reading but
when the fishing reel goes off its time for some reel fun! Sailing is also a
special time of fellowship with other crew members and a great time to
reflect with the Lord.
At times we will need all hands on deck. It is important to respect the
Captains decisions; he has your safety in mind, along with ships safety.
Due to the longevity of the trip everyone will have a partner and shift for
night watch. Depending on our crew compliment we will usually do 2
hour shifts through the night. This involves keeping an eye on the radar
and our heading to make sure we are in the clear. On these shifts you
see the heavens declare the glory of God and occasionally you may see
bioluminescent lighting up the water.
Whether you are a seasoned sailor or sailing for your first time we
welcome you. This will be a new experience for many people coming
and we will be by your side. Sailing is a cherished experience filled with
treasures of life.

Suggested Packing List
*Everyone is required to have a current passport before departing.*
Everyone has different needs, below is a list of suggestions for your trip.
Please note given the space aboard there is not enough room for
everyone to bring a full checked bag. Try to pack with just a carry-on and
personal item. We are not able to guarantee laundry services on this trip
due to the situation from Hurricane Dorian.
Fun fact - on sailboats it is commonly accepted to wear the same thing
for multiple days with minimal judgment!

● Bible & Journal
● Passport (required)
● T-shirts
● A couple long sleeve shirts
● 1 fleece or sweater
● Rain coat
● Shorts
● Pants

● Grubby outfit for working
● Underwear
● Swimwear (modest is hottest)
● Footwear - non marking shoes/chacos/tevas
● Sea sick medicine
● Toiletries
● Flashlight or headlamp
● Phone/Camera
● Sunglasses and sun screen
● Hat

Cost
To participate on this mission a donation of $100 a day is necessary to
cover the many expenses involved. Expenses are to house and feed the
mission team, provide fuel and supplies for the sailing vessels, to
purchase supplies necessary to carry out the mission.
You will need to book and cover the cost for any of your air-fare
transportation. Flights are available to fly in or out of Marsh Harbor,
Abaco currently through Nassau, Bahama. One way tickets range from
$130 and up in and out of Miami and Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
You are welcome to join for 3 days or stay for the full 3 weeks. If you are
fundraising for this mission your sponsor may donate to Blue Water
Surrender a registered Florida non-profit 501(c)3 and their donation is
tax deductible.

